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the following is a complete list of all july 2020 blu-ray, 4k ultra hd, and dvd releases by week of release. each weeks releases are broken into two lists, one for major movie and tv show releases and the other for everything else. if you would like to purchase any of the following blu-ray, 4k ultra hd, or
dvd releases, please click this amazon affiliate link to help us earn a small cut of any purchases you make from this link. it doesnt cost you anything extra to buy from this link (or any other links on this page) and it is a great way to support geeky hobbies if you are planning on purchasing any of these

titles anyway. the following is a complete list of all july 2019 blu-ray, 4k ultra hd, and dvd releases by week of release. each weeks releases are broken into two lists, one for major movie and tv show releases and the other for everything else. if you would like to purchase any of the following blu-ray, 4k
ultra hd, or dvd releases, please click this amazon affiliate link to help us earn a small cut of any purchases you make from this link. it doesnt cost you anything extra to buy from this link (or any other links on this page) and it is a great way to support geeky hobbies if you are planning on purchasing

any of these titles anyway. the following is a complete list of all july 2018 blu-ray, 4k ultra hd, and dvd releases by week of release. each weeks releases are broken into two lists, one for major movie and tv show releases and the other for everything else. if you would like to purchase any of the
following blu-ray, 4k ultra hd, or dvd releases, please click this amazon affiliate link to help us earn a small cut of any purchases you make from this link. it doesnt cost you anything extra to buy from this link (or any other links on this page) and it is a great way to support geeky hobbies if you are

planning on purchasing any of these titles anyway.
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the following is a complete list of all july 2017 blu-ray, 4k ultra hd, and dvd
releases by week of release. each weeks releases are broken into two lists, one
for major movie and tv show releases and the other for everything else. if you

would like to purchase any of the following blu-ray, 4k ultra hd, or dvd releases,
please click this amazon affiliate link to help us earn a small cut of any

purchases you make from this link. it doesnt cost you anything extra to buy
from this link (or any other links on this page) and it is a great way to support

geeky hobbies if you are planning on purchasing any of these titles anyway. the
following is a complete list of all july 2016 blu-ray, 4k ultra hd, and dvd releases
by week of release. each weeks releases are broken into two lists, one for major
movie and tv show releases and the other for everything else. if you would like

to purchase any of the following blu-ray, 4k ultra hd, or dvd releases, please
click this amazon affiliate link to help us earn a small cut of any purchases you
make from this link. the following is a list of all june 2020 blu-ray, 4k ultra hd,
and dvd releases by week of release. each weeks releases are broken into two
lists, one for major movie and tv show releases and the other for everything
else. if you would like to purchase any of the following blu-ray, 4k ultra hd, or

dvd releases, please click this amazon affiliate link to help us earn a small cut of
any purchases you make from this link. it doesnt cost you anything extra to buy
from this link (or any other links on this page) and it is a great way to support
geeky hobbies if you are planning on purchasing any of these titles anyway.
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